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The present invention relates to a serial printer with a print head which performs the raster scanning on a print medium, such as a sheet of paper and a printing method utilizing the raster scanning.

A print head of a serial printer has a dot forming element array with a number of dot forming elements arranged in a secondary scanning direction, that is, in the direction of movement of a print medium, such as a paper sheet. With this element array, a number of lines can be simultaneously printed on the paper sheet by means of one main scanning pass of the print head across the paper sheet. In the serial printer using such a print head, particularly an ink jet printer, unevenness in characteristic of individual ink jet nozzles or unevenness in pitch between the adjacent ink jet nozzles gives rise to problems concerning the achievement of a high-quality print image.

EP 0526186A describes an inkjet recording apparatus utilising a multi-pass recording method in which, in a first scan, each nozzle of a print head prints dots by thinning out given image data in accordance with a predetermined image data array and, in a second scan, image data dots of the remaining portion of the image data are printed. The thinning patterns of the image data array are arranged so that they are not synchronised with the dot array of the area gradation method used to form the image data. This ensures that the number of dots printed in the first scan is better balanced with the number of dots printed in the second scan, reducing the density variation in the printed image.

EP 0559370A describes an image recording apparatus and method using a recording head having a number of nozzles. The nozzles of the recording head are divided into zones and the image is recorded by scanning a number to times equal to the number of zones. The recording head is scanned relative to the recording medium by an amount which is smaller than the width of the arrangement of the nozzles of the recording head. Hence, if a nozzle fails to eject in one scan of the head, the missing dot is complemented by a subsequent scan of the head.

United States Patent No. 4,198,642 has proposed a printing method called "interlaced printing" which can provide the high-quality printing by making unobtrusive the unevenness in characteristic or pitch of the ink jet nozzles on a printed image. This interlaced printing employs a nozzle array with N ink jet nozzles arranged in the secondary scanning direction at a pitch corresponding to a k-dot pitch in the print resolution, where k is an integer no greater than n which represents the number of the ink jet nozzles to be driven among the N ink jet nozzles, and has no prime factors greater than one in common with n. Every time the nozzle array has achieved one main scanning pass across the paper sheet, the secondary scanning, that is, paper feeding, is performed by a distance corresponding to an n-dot pitch.

An example is given hereinbelow.

In this example, a nozzle array with 20 nozzles (N=n=20) arranged at a pitch corresponding to a 3-dot pitch (k=3) is used for printing an image with a resolution of 360dpi. Expressed in terms of millimetres (mm), a one-dot pitch is equal to 0.0705mm (1/360 inches) so that the nozzle pitch, which is the 3-dot pitch, is equal to 0.21mm (3/360 inches), and a paper feeding distance achieved by one-time secondary scanning, that is, a secondary scanning distance, is equal to 1.41mm (20/360 inches).

Accordingly, if the secondary scanning (paper feeding) is performed once, each nozzle is moved by 1.41mm (20/360 inches) so that each nozzle is moved to a position one-dot pitch before a position where a seven-ahead nozzle was located upon the last main scanning, that is, one-dot pitch before 1.48mm (21/360 inches) ahead. If the secondary scanning is performed once again, each nozzle is moved to a position two-dot pitch before a position where a fourteen-ahead nozzle was located upon the before-last main scanning. In other words, when a line is printed by means of each of the nozzles during a certain main scanning pass, an upper line adjacent to each printed line is printed, during a subsequent main scanning pass, by means of a nozzle which is seven-nozzles apart from the corresponding nozzle. Similarly, a further upper line adjacent to each of the foregoing upper lines is printed, during a further subsequent main scanning pass, by means of a nozzle which is fourteen-nozzles apart from the foregoing corresponding nozzle.

In this fashion, in the interlaced printing, the adjacent lines are always printed by the different nozzles. Thus, even if unevenness exists in nozzle characteristic or nozzle pitch, as described before, to some degree, the unevenness is rendered unobtrusive on the printed image so that the high-quality print image can be achieved.

On the other hand, the foregoing conventional interlaced printing still includes the following problem:

Specifically, in the conventional interlaced printing, incomplete print regions where lines can not be printed fully densely are caused at leading and trailing ends, in the secondary scanning direction, of the paper sheet. In the foregoing example, a region having a width of 2.68mm (38/360 inches) extending downward from a position of the uppermost nozzle of the nozzle array during the first main scanning pass becomes an incomplete print region. Similarly, an incomplete print region having an approximately equal width exists at the trailing end of the paper sheet. These incomplete print regions at the leading and trailing ends of the paper sheet can not be used as printing regions. Thus, in the actual interlaced printing, for causing the leading and trailing incomplete print regions to be outside a printing region of the paper sheet where the printing is to be performed, the print head is set to be positioned so as to offset from
upper and lower ends of the printing region of the paper sheet by distances corresponding to widths of the incomplete print regions. However, if the offset magnitudes of the print head relative to the paper sheet are so large, gaps between the print head and the paper sheet become unstable so that the quality of the print image is largely lowered.

[0012] Particularly, in recent years, such printers are widely available on the market, wherein a paper regulating section for regulating a position of a paper sheet upon printing is offset from a position confronting a print head toward a paper outlet side. In the printer thus configured, a distance from the leading end of the paper sheet to the upper end of the printing region and a distance from the lower end of the printing region to the trailing end of the paper sheet become greater as compared with the case where the paper regulating section is arranged at the position confronting the print head. Thus, the regions are enlarged where the foregoing gaps are unstable. On the other hand, although it has been attempted to increase the number of the nozzles arranged in the nozzle array for enhancing the printing efficiency, this increases the foregoing offset magnitudes of the print head relative to the paper sheet and narrows the high-quality printing region.

[0013] As one method for diminishing the offset magnitudes of the print head, it may be considered to employ the normal printing method, instead of the interlaced printing method, in the foregoing incomplete print regions so as to print the lines densely. As appreciated, in the normal printing method, the secondary scanning is performed by the one-dot pitch every time the main scanning is finished. However, according to this method, the print image quality of the region where the normal printing method is applied is largely deteriorated as compared with the print image quality of the region where the interlaced printing method is applied, and thus the boundary therebetween becomes remarkable. This is because, since the adjacent lines corresponding in number to the foregoing integer k are printed by the same nozzles in the normal printing method, the unevenness in nozzle characteristic or nozzle pitch appears clearly on the printed image.

[0014] Therefore, it is an object of the present invention to provide an improved serial printer. And it is another object of the present invention to provide an improved printing method utilizing the interlaced printing.

[0015] According to one aspect of the present invention, a serial printer comprises a print head arranged for movement relative to a print medium in a main scanning direction across the print medium, the print head having N dot forming elements arranged in a secondary scanning direction along the print medium, N being an integer; main scanning control means for operating said dot forming elements to print on the print medium while performing scanning of said print head relative to the print medium in the main scanning direction; and secondary scanning control means for performing secondary scanning of said print head relative to the paper sheet in the secondary scanning direction after said main scanning, and characterised in that given that a pitch of said dot forming elements is k times a dot pitch in print resolution and that k is an integer which is no greater than n and has no prime factors greater than one in common with n, n being an integer no greater than N and representing the number of the dot forming elements to be driven, said secondary scanning control means performs the secondary scanning by using, in combination, a first secondary scanning distance in the secondary scanning direction which is m times said dot pitch at least once at each of the start of the printing and the termination of the printing, and a second secondary scanning distance in the secondary scanning direction which is n times said dot pitch for secondary scanning other than said at least once secondary scanning, wherein m is an integer which is no greater than n and has no prime factors greater than one in common with k.

[0016] According to another aspect of the present invention, a method for printing on a print medium comprises the steps of:

(A) arranging N dot forming elements in a secondary scanning direction along the print medium, N being an integer, a pitch of the dot forming elements being k times a dot pitch in print resolution;
(B) performing a main scanning for moving the dot forming elements in a main scanning direction across the print medium;
(C) driving the dot forming elements for forming a number of dots at the step (B); characterised by further comprising the steps of:
(D) performing, in combination, a first secondary scanning for moving the dot forming elements in the secondary scanning direction at least once at each of the start of the printing and the termination of the printing and using a first secondary scanning distance in the secondary scanning direction which is m times the dot pitch, m being an integer which is less than n and has no prime factors greater than one in common with k, wherein n is an integer no greater than N and represents the number of the dot forming elements to be driven, and k is an integer which is no greater than n and has no prime factors greater than one in common with n; and
(E) performing a second secondary scanning for moving the dot forming elements in the secondary scanning direction and using a second secondary scanning distance in the secondary scanning direction which is n times the dot pitch;
(F) repeating the steps (B), (C) and (E).

[0017] The present invention will be understood more fully from the detailed description given hereinafter, taken in conjunction with the accompanying drawings.

[0018] In the drawings:
Fig. 1 is an explanatory diagram showing nozzle positions just after the of printing according to a first preferred embodiment of the present invention; Fig. 2 is an explanatory diagram showing nozzle positions just before the termination of printing according to the first preferred embodiment; Fig. 3 is a flowchart of a control routine to be executed by a microcomputer according to the first preferred embodiment; Fig. 4 is an explanatory diagram showing nozzle positions just after the start of printing according to a second preferred embodiment of the present invention; Fig. 5 is an explanatory diagram showing nozzle positions just after the start of printing according to a third preferred embodiment of the present invention; Fig. 6 is an explanatory diagram showing nozzle positions just after the start of printing according to a fourth preferred embodiment of the present invention; Fig. 7 is an explanatory diagram showing a positional relationship between a print head and a paper sheet in an ink jet printer where the present invention is applied; Fig. 8 is an explanatory diagram showing nozzle positions just after the start of printing according to the related art; Fig. 9 is a partial sectional view showing a printing mechanism of a printer where the present invention is applied; Fig. 10 is a partial sectional view showing a state of the printing mechanism during printing; and Fig. 11 is a partial sectional view showing a state of the printing mechanism upon termination of the printing.

Prior to description of preferred embodiments, relationship between the printing mechanism and the transfer state of a paper sheet in a printer where the present invention is applied, will be described hereinafter with reference to Figs. 9 to 11.

In Fig. 9, a paper sheet S is transferred from a paper inlet at the right in the figure toward the left in the figure. When the paper sheet S passes a paper sensor 10, a drive control section (not shown) detects the change of the paper sensor 10 from off to on and drives a paper feed roller 11 and a follower roller 12. Thus, the paper sheet S is transferred toward a print head 13. The print head 13 has a nozzle array arranged with, for example, 64 dot forming elements, such as 64 ink jet nozzles (#1~#64). At a position confronting the print head 13 is arranged a paper regulating section 14 for regulating a position of the paper sheet S upon printing. The paper regulating section 14 has a planar surface parallel to a head surface of the print head 13 and an inclined surface at the side of the paper inlet. The planar surface of the section 14 is oriented toward the head surface of the print head 13 other than a portion of the head surface where the nozzle array is mounted. Numeral 20 in the figure denotes a carriage for moving the print head 13 during the main scanning.

With this arrangement, the leading end, in the secondary scanning direction, of the paper sheet S transferred between the paper feed roller 11 and the follower roller 12 reaches the inclined surface of the paper regulating section 14 at a given angle. Thereafter, the leading end of the paper sheet S reaches the parallel surface of the paper regulating section 14, guided by the inclined surface thereof. Fig. 10 shows this state. In the state shown in Fig. 10, the paper sheet S is parallel to the print head 13, and thus gaps between a print surface of the paper sheet S and the print head 13 become stable to make possible the high-quality printing. The paper sheet S on the parallel surface of the paper regulating section 14 is, while applied with the interlaced printing, held between a paper discharge roller 15 and a notched roller 16 in sequence from the leading end to the trailing end thereof, and further guided toward a paper outlet via an auxiliary paper discharge notched member 17. Then, when the printing on the paper sheet S is further advanced, the trailing end of the paper sheet S is released from between the paper feed roller 11 and the follower roller 12. Fig. 11 shows this state.

Now, a first preferred embodiment of the present invention will be described hereinafter.

Fig. 1 shows positions of the nozzle array just after the start of the printing, while Fig. 2 shows positions of the nozzle array just before the termination of the printing. In the figures, the paper sheet is transferred upward from below, that is, the print head performs the secondary scanning downward on the paper sheet. The main scanning is performed from the left to the right across the paper sheet. Symbols P1, P2 and P3 denote positions of the nozzle array upon the first, second and third main scanning passes, respectively. Solid line O represents the nozzle used in printing, while broken line O represents the nozzle not used in printing.

The first preferred embodiment aims to fully print the foregoing incomplete print regions in the interlaced printing under the same condition as that of the foregoing conventional example. Accordingly, the print resolution is set to 360dpi, the number of nozzles n (=N) to 20, and the nozzle pitch to the 3-dot pitch (k=3) (0.21mm=3/360 inches). Further, an integer j is set to "1".

In this embodiment, two kinds of values are set for paper feeding distances, that is, distances of the secondary scanning.

The first secondary scanning distance is set to an m-dot pitch (m=k-j=k-1=2) (0.14mm=2/360 inches), as shown in Fig. 1 between P1 and P2 and between P2 and P3 and as shown in Fig. 2 between P3L (the main scanning pass before the before-last main scanning pass) and P2L (the before-last main scanning pass) and between P2L and P1L (the last main scanning pass).
The second secondary scanning distance is set to an n-dot pitch (n=20) (1.41mm=20/360 inches) between P3 to P3L, and thus equal to the secondary scanning distance according to the foregoing conventional interlaced printing method.

As shown in Fig. 1, when the first 2-dot pitch secondary scanning is performed after the first main scanning pass P1, each nozzle is moved to a position one-dot pitch before a position where a one-ahead nozzle was located upon the first main scanning pass P1. At this position, the second main scanning pass P2 is performed. Subsequently, when the second 2-dot pitch secondary scanning is performed, each nozzle is moved to a position one-dot pitch before a position where a one-ahead nozzle was located upon the second main scanning pass P2. At this position, the third main scanning pass P3 is performed. Thereafter, the interlaced printing with the 20-dot pitch secondary scanning is performed.

According to the foregoing operation, the fully dense lines can be printed by means of the first, second and third main scanning passes P1, P2 and P3, except at a position of the uppermost nozzle #1 upon the first main scanning pass. In the incomplete print region which would be otherwise caused at the start of the interlaced printing, that is, a region having a width of 2.68mm (38/360 inches) extending downward from a position of the uppermost nozzle #1 upon the third main scanning pass P3, the dense lines are already printed by the main scanning passes P1, P2 and P3.

As a result, only the region having a width of 0.141mm (2/360 inches) extending downward from the position of the uppermost nozzle #1 upon the first main scanning pass P1 becomes a region where the fully dense printing is not possible. Accordingly, at the start of the printing, the print head can be set to offset from the upper end of the printing region only by 0.141mm (2/360 inches). On the other hand, as shown in Fig. 8 and as described before, in the conventional interlaced printing, the incomplete print regions extend over the widths of 2.68mm (38/360 inches) from the leading and trailing ends of the paper sheet. Thus, the advantageous effect is significant in this embodiment.

Further, as seen from Fig. 1, in the lines printed during the first, second and third main scanning passes P1, P2 and P3, the adjacent lines are always printed by the different nozzles. For example, observing the nozzle numbers in order from the uppermost line in the printing region, between two lines printed by the same nozzle is interpolated a line printed by the different nozzle like #1, #2, #1, #2, #3, #2, #3, ... so that the adjacent lines are not printed by the same nozzles.

Further, observing the order of the lines printed, relative to the lines printed during the last main scanning pass, the upper adjacent lines are printed during the subsequent main scanning pass, whether before or after the third main scanning pass P3.

As appreciated, in this embodiment, the quality of the printed image achieved by the main scanning passes P1, P2 and P3 becomes approximately equal to the quality of the printed image achieved by the subsequent interlaced printing. The printing was actually performed under the foregoing condition, and the result was that the high-quality print images were achieved both on the region applied with the interlaced printing and the other region such that no distinction therebetween was possible with the naked eyes.

The same effect can also be achieved at the termination of the printing shown in Fig. 2. Specifically, since the incomplete print region at the termination of the printing is only a region having a width of 0.141mm (2/360 inches) from a position of the lowermost nozzle #20 upon the final main scanning pass P1L, the print head can be set to offset from the lower end of the printing region only by 0.141mm (2/360 inches). Further, the high-quality print image approximate to that given by the interlaced printing can be achieved through the non-interlaced printing during the main scanning passes P1L and P2L.

As shown in Figs. 1 and 2, all the 20 nozzles are used during the interlaced printing, while portions of the nozzles are used during the main scanning passes P1 and P2 at the start of the printing and during the main scanning passes P1L and P2L at the termination of the printing. For example, only the nozzles #2~#8 are used during the first main scanning pass P1, and only the nozzles #1~#14 are used during the second main scanning passes P2. Similarly, only the nozzles #12~#19 are used in the last main scanning pass P1L, and only the nozzles #7~#20 are used in the before-last main scanning pass P2L. The reason for this is that only those lines which can not be printed by the interlaced printing are set to be printed by the foregoing main scanning passes in an interpolating fashion while the those lines which can be printed by the interlaced printing are set to be printed by the interlaced printing. It is important to use the interlaced printing as much as possible for achieving the high-quality print image.

Fig. 3 is a flowchart of a control routine to be executed by a microcomputer for achieving the operations shown in Figs. 1 and 2. In this flowchart, the secondary scanning is referred to as “paper feeding” for facilitating explanation.

At step S1, a sheet of paper is fed so that the uppermost nozzle of the print head is located at a position 0.141mm (2/360 inches) from the upper end of the printing region. Then, a counter for the number P of the main scanning passes is reset to 0 (step S2), and the counter is incremented by "1" (step S3). Subsequently, the number P is checked whether P=1 (step S4). If P=1 representing the first main scanning pass, the routine proceeds to step S5 where the first main scanning pass is performed to achieve the printing using the nozzles #2~#8. Then, at step S6, the paper feeding of 0.141mm (2/360 inches) is achieved.

The routine now returns to step S3 where the counter is incremented by "1". Since answer at step S4
becomes negative at this time, the routine proceeds to step S7 where it is checked whether \( P=2 \). If \( P=2 \) representing the second main scanning pass, the routine proceeds to step S8 where the second main scanning pass is performed to achieve the printing using the nozzles #1~ #14. Then, at step S6, the paper feeding of 0.141mm (2/360 inches) is achieved.

**[0039]** The routine again returns to step S3 where the counter is incremented by “1”, and now proceeds to step S9 via negative answers at steps S4 and S7. At step S9, an interlaced printing routine is executed. Specifically, the printing is performed during the main scanning pass using all the nozzles #1~ #20, and then the paper feeding of 1.411mm (20/360) inches is performed. These printing and paper feeding are repeated so as to achieve the interlaced printing.

**[0040]** During the execution of the interlaced printing routine, a detection signal from the paper sensor 10 (see Fig. 9) is checked every time the paper feeding is achieved. The paper sensor 10 is arranged at a position along the paper feeding route from a paper stacker to the print head. If the detection signal from the paper sensor 10 is on, it represents that the paper sheet does not pass over the paper sensor 10. On the other hand, if the detection signal from the paper sensor 10 is off, it represents that the paper sheet passes over the paper sensor 10. Thus, while the signal from the paper sensor 10 is held on at step S10, the interlaced printing routine continues to be executed.

**[0041]** On the other hand, if the signal from the paper sensor 10 is switched from on to off, the routine proceeds to step S11 where a counter for a secondary scanning distance (the number of drive steps of a stepping motor for driving the paper feed roller 11 shown in Fig. 9) \( F \) is reset to 0. Then, the interlaced printing routine continues to be executed at step S12. In the interlaced printing routine at step S12, the secondary scanning distance \( F \) representing an actual paper feeding distance is counted up at every paper feeding (step S13). Subsequently, step S14 compares the counted-up secondary scanning distance \( F \) with a value \( \{M-0.1411mm (2/360 \text{ inches})\} \), wherein \( M \) represents a given paper override distance. The paper override distance \( M \) represents a paper feeding distance necessary for allowing the paper sheet to move from a point where the trailing end of the paper sheet passes over the paper sensor 10 to a point where the lower end of the printing region of the paper sheet reaches the lowermost nozzle #20 of the print head. This is determined in advance as one of the printer specifications. When the interlaced printing routine at step S12 is repeated, the position of the print head relative to the paper sheet reaches the position of the main scanning pass P3L as shown in Fig. 2, wherein the secondary scanning distance \( F \) coincides with the value \( \{(M-0.1411mm (2/360 \text{ inches})\} \). Thus, answer at step S14 becomes negative so that the routine proceeds to step S15 where the counter \( P \) is reset to 0.

**[0042]** Subsequently, the counter \( P \) is incremented by 1 (step S16). Then, step S17 checks whether \( P=1 \). Since \( P=1 \) at this time representing the main scanning pass P3L which is before the before-last main scanning pass P2L, the routine proceeds to step S18 where the main scanning pass P3L is performed to achieve the printing using all the nozzles #1~ #20. Subsequently, the paper feeding is achieved by 0.1411mm (2/360 inches) (step S19).

**[0043]** The routine now returns to step S16 where the counter \( P \) is incremented by “1”. Since answer at step S17 becomes negative at this time, the routine proceeds to step S20 where it is checked whether \( P=2 \). Since \( P=2 \) at this time representing the before-last main scanning pass P2L, the routine proceeds to step S21 where the before-last main scanning pass is performed to achieve the printing using the nozzles #7~ #20. Then, at step S19, the paper feeding of 0.1411mm (2/360 inches) is achieved.

**[0044]** The routine again returns to step S16 where the counter is incremented by “1”, and now proceeds to step S22 via negative answers at steps S17 and S20 representing the last main scanning pass P1L. At step S22, the last main scanning pass is performed to achieve the printing using the nozzles #12~ #19.

**[0045]** When the printing on one paper sheet is finished, the printed paper sheet is discharged (step S23).

**[0046]** Now, a second preferred embodiment of the present invention will be described hereinafter.

**[0047]** Fig. 4 shows positions of the nozzle array just after the start of the printing. The positions of the nozzle array just before the termination of the printing are not shown in the drawings. As obvious from the relationship between Figs. 1 and 2, the figure therefor may be achieved by rotating Fig. 4 by 180 degrees.

**[0048]** The second preferred embodiment is employed for printing an image with a resolution of 720dpi using the same nozzle array as in the foregoing first preferred embodiment.

**[0049]** In this embodiment, the number \( n \) of the nozzles to be driven or used is set to 19. A nozzle pitch is set to a 6-dot pitch \( (k=6) \) \((0.212mm=6/720=3/360 \text{ inches})\). A secondary scanning distance is set to a 7-dot pitch \( (m=k+j=k+1=7) \) \((0.741mm=7/720 \text{ inches})\) for the five-times secondary scanning performed at each of the start of the printing and the termination of the printing. For the secondary scanning other than the foregoing five-times secondary scanning, a secondary scanning distance is set to a 19-dot pitch \( (n=19) \) \((0.67mm=19/720 \text{ inches})\), which is for the interlaced printing.

**[0050]** As seen from Fig. 4, a width of the incomplete print region caused at each of the start of the printing and the termination of the printing is 1.058mm (15/360 inches). On the other hand, although not shown in the drawings, if only the interlaced printing is performed under the same condition, a width of the incomplete print region is known to be 3.175mm (45/360 inches). Accordingly, the widths of the incomplete print regions are largely reduced and thus offset distances of the print...
head are largely diminished also in this embodiment.

[0051] As appreciated, this embodiment further achieves advantageous effects as those achieved in the foregoing first preferred embodiment.

[0052] Now, a third preferred embodiment of the present invention will be described hereinbelow.

[0053] Fig. 5 shows positions of the nozzle array just after the start of the printing. The positions of the nozzle array just before the termination of the printing are not shown in the drawings. As obvious from the relationship between Figs. 1 and 2, the figure therefor may be achieved by rotating Fig. 5 by 180 degrees.

[0054] The third preferred embodiment is employed for printing an image with a resolution of 360dpi using the nozzle array with the number n of the driven nozzles being 31.

[0055] In this embodiment, a nozzle pitch is set to a 2-dot pitch (k=2) (0.1411mm=2/360 inches). A secondary scanning distance is set to a 3-dot pitch (m=k+j=k+1=3) (0.2122mm=3/360 inches) for the first and last secondary scanning. For the secondary scanning other than the foregoing first and last secondary scanning, a secondary scanning distance is set to a 31-dot pitch (n=31) (2.187mm=31/360 inches), which is for the interlaced printing.

[0056] As seen from Fig. 5, a width of the incomplete print region caused at each of the start of the printing and the termination of the printing is 0.1411mm (2/360 inches). On the other hand, although not shown in the drawings, if only the interlaced printing is performed under the same condition, a width of the incomplete print region is known to be 2.12mm (30/360 inches). Accordingly, the widths of the incomplete print regions are largely reduced and thus offset distances of the print head are largely diminished also in this embodiment.

[0057] As appreciated, this embodiment further achieves advantageous effects as those achieved in the foregoing first preferred embodiment.

[0058] Now, a fourth preferred embodiment of the present invention will be described hereinbelow.

[0059] Fig. 6 shows positions of the nozzle array just after the start of the printing. The positions of the nozzle array just before the termination of the printing are not shown in the drawings. As obvious from the relationship between Figs. 1 and 2, the figure therefor may be achieved by rotating Fig. 6 by 180 degrees.

[0060] The fourth preferred embodiment is employed for printing an image with a resolution of 720dpi using the same nozzle array as in the foregoing third preferred embodiment.

[0061] In this embodiment, the number n of the nozzles to be driven or used is set to 31. A nozzle pitch is set to a 4-dot pitch (k=4) (0.1411mm=4/720 inches). A secondary scanning distance is set to a 3-dot pitch (m=k+j=k+1=3) (0.1066mm=3/720 inches) for the two-times secondary scanning performed at each of the start of the printing and the termination of the printing. For the secondary scanning other than the foregoing two-times secondary scanning, a secondary scanning distance is set to a 31-dot pitch (n=31) (1.094mm=31/720 inches), which is for the interlaced printing.

[0062] As seen from Fig. 6, a width of the incomplete print region caused at each of the start of the printing and the termination of the printing is 0.2122mm (6/720 inches). On the other hand, although not shown in the drawings, if only the interlaced printing is performed under the same condition, a width of the incomplete print region is known to be 3.175mm (90/720 inches). Accordingly, the widths of the incomplete print regions are largely reduced and thus offset distances of the print head are largely diminished also in this embodiment.

[0063] As appreciated, this embodiment further achieves advantageous effects as those achieved in the foregoing first preferred embodiment. Fig. 7 shows a positional relationship between a print head and a paper sheet in an example of an ink jet printer where the present invention is applied.

[0064] In Fig. 7, the print head 13 includes N dot forming elements (ink jet nozzles) 51~5n arranged in a secondary scanning direction Y. The dot forming elements 51~5n are arranged at a k-dot pitch. The print head 13, while moving in a main scanning direction X relative to the paper sheet S, prints dot patterns on a rectangular region of the paper sheet S where the dot forming elements 51~5n cover. When one main scanning pass is achieved, the paper sheet S is fed in the secondary scanning direction by a unit of an m-dot pitch, and then the subsequent main scanning pass is performed. After the operations are repeated given times, the normal interlaced printing is performed moving the print head in the secondary scanning direction by a unit of an n-dot pitch. Then, finally, the foregoing operations moving the print head in the secondary scanning direction by the unit of the m-dot pitch are again repeated at given times. In this fashion, the regions of the paper sheet S to be printed are all covered.

[0065] Although not shown in the drawings, this printer is connected to an external host computer. In response to data and commands inputted from the host computer, the printer controls operations of the dot forming elements 51~5n during each main scanning pass of the print head, the number of the dots for the paper feeding in the secondary scanning direction and others. Since the mutual operations between the host computer and the printer are known in the art, no particular explanation thereof is provided herein.

[0066] In the foregoing preferred embodiments, the integer j is set to 1, that is, m=k+1. On the other hand, the integer j may take another value other than 1 as long as m=k+j is less than n and has no prime factors greater than one in common with n.

[0067] Further, as appreciated, if m is set to k-j or k+j, once the secondary scanning is performed with the secondary scanning distance of m-dot pitch, each nozzle is moved to a position adjacent to the one-ahead nozzle at an upper or lower side thereof. This means that, as
the number of times of the main scanning increases, the adjacent lines are printed in a given order. Specifically, when \( m = k - j \), a line adjacent to the last-printed line is next printed at the upper side of the last-printed line, while, when \( m = k + j \), a line adjacent to the last-printed line is next printed at the lower side of the last-printed line. Accordingly, by selecting one of \( m = k - j \) and \( m = k + j \) as in the foregoing preferred embodiments, the lines are printed in the order which is consistent with the printing order of the lines achieved through the secondary scanning using the secondary scanning distance of \( n \)-dot pitch.

The present invention has been described in terms of the preferred embodiments, the invention is not limited thereto, but can be embodied in various ways without departing from the principle of the invention as defined in the appended claims.

The foregoing description has been given by way of example only and it will be appreciated by a person skilled in the art that modifications can be made to the embodiments described whilst remaining within the scope of the invention as defined in the appended claims.

**Claims**

1. A serial printer comprising:

- a print head (13) arranged for movement relative to a print medium (S) in a main scanning direction (X) across the print medium (S), the print head (13) having \( N \) dot forming elements \( (5_{1} - 5_{n}) \) arranged in a secondary scanning direction (Y) along the print medium (S), \( N \) being an integer;
- main scanning control means for operating said dot forming elements \( (5_{1} - 5_{n}) \) to print on the print medium (S) while performing scanning of said print head (13) relative to the print medium (S) in the main scanning direction (X); and
- secondary scanning control means for performing secondary scanning of the print medium (S) relative to the print head (13) in the secondary scanning direction (Y) after said main scanning, and characterised in that,

given that a pitch of said dot forming elements \( (5_{1} - 5_{n}) \) is \( k \) times a dot pitch in print resolution and that \( k \) is an integer which is no greater than \( n \) and has no prime factors greater than one in common with \( n \), \( n \) being an integer no greater than \( N \) and representing the number of the dot forming elements to be driven, said secondary scanning control means performs the secondary scanning by using, in combination, a first secondary scanning distance in the secondary scanning direction (Y) which is \( n \) times said dot pitch in print resolution and a second secondary scanning distance in the secondary scanning direction (Y) which is \( m \) times said dot pitch for secondary scanning other than said at least once secondary scanning, wherein \( m \) is an integer which is less than \( n \) and has no prime factors greater than one in common with \( k \).

2. The serial printer according to claim 1, wherein, given that \( j \) is an integer no less than one and less than \( n \), \( m \) has no prime factors greater than one in common with \( n \) and is selected to one of \( k - j \) and \( k + j \).

3. The serial printer according to claim 2, wherein said one of \( k - j \) and \( k + j \) is selected so as to print lines through the secondary scanning using the first secondary scanning distance in an order which is consistent with a printing order of lines achieved through the secondary scanning using said second secondary scanning distance.

4. The serial printer according to any preceding claim, wherein said main scanning control means drives all the dot forming elements \( (5_{1} - 5_{n}) \) during the main scanning before or after the secondary scanning using said second secondary scanning distance, while said main scanning control means drives only those dot forming elements \( (5_{1} - 5_{n}) \) corresponding to lines which are unable to be printed during said main scanning before or after the secondary scanning using said second secondary scanning distance, during the other main scanning.

5. The serial printer according to any one of claims 1 to 3, wherein said main scanning control means drives all the dot forming elements during the main scanning before or after the secondary scanning using said second secondary scanning distance, while said main scanning control means drives only those dot forming elements \( (5_{1} - 5_{n}) \) corresponding to lines which are unable to be printed thereby during the main scanning before or after the secondary scanning using said first secondary scanning distance.

6. A printing method for printing on a print medium (S) comprising the steps of:

- (A) arranging \( N \) dot forming elements \( (5_{1} - 5_{n}) \) in a secondary scanning direction (Y) along the print medium, \( N \) being an integer, a pitch of the dot forming elements being \( k \) times a dot pitch in print resolution;
- (B) performing a main scanning for moving the dot forming elements \( (5_{1} - 5_{n}) \) in a main scanning direction (X) across the print medium;
(C) driving the dot forming elements \((5_1 - 5_n)\) for forming a number of dots at the step (B); **characterised by** further comprising the steps of;

(D) performing, in combination, a first secondary scanning for moving the dot forming elements in the secondary scanning direction at least once at each of the start of the printing and the termination of the printing and using a first secondary scanning distance in the secondary scanning direction \((Y)\) which is \(m\) times the dot pitch, \(m\) being an integer which is less than \(n\) and has no prime factors greater than one in common with \(k\), wherein \(n\) is an integer no greater than \(N\) and represents the number of the dot forming elements \((5_1 - 5_n)\) to be driven, and \(k\) is an integer which is no greater than \(n\) and has no prime factors greater than one in common with \(n\); and

(E) performing a second secondary scanning for moving the dot forming elements in the secondary scanning direction \((Y)\) and using a second secondary scanning distance in the secondary scanning direction \((Y)\) which is \(n\) times the dot pitch;

(F) repeating the steps (B), (C) and (E).

7. The printing method according to claim 6, wherein, given that \(j\) is an integer no less than one and less than \(n\), \(m\) has no prime factors greater than one in common with \(n\) and is selected to be one of \(k-j\) and \(k+j\).

8. The printing method according to claim 7, wherein the one of \(k-j\) and \(k+j\) is selected so as to print lines in step (D) in an order which is consistent with a printing order of lines achieved in the steps (B), (C) and (E).

9. The printing method according to any one of claims 6 to 8, wherein all the dot forming elements \((5_1 - 5_n)\) are driven during the step (B) before or after the step (E), while only those dot forming elements corresponding to lines which are unable to be printed during the step (B) in which all the dot forming elements \((5_1 - 5_n)\) are driven, are driven during the other step (B).

10. The printing method according to claim 9, wherein said other step (B) is the step (B) before or after the step (D).

Patentansprüche

1. Serieller Drucker, umfassend:

   einen Druckkopf \((13)\), der für eine Bewegung relativ zu einem Druckmedium \((S)\) in einer Hauptabtastrichtung \((X)\) über das Druckmedium \((S)\) angeordnet ist, wobei der Druckkopf \((13)\) \(N\) Punktteillemente \((5_1 - 5_n)\) aufweist, die in einer sekundären Abtastrichtung \((Y)\) entlang dem Druckmedium \((S)\) angeordnet sind, wobei \(N\) eine Ganzzahl ist;

   Hauptabtaststeuermittel zum Betätigen der Punktteillemente \((5_1 - 5_n)\), um auf dem Druckmedium \((S)\) zu drucken, während das Abtasten des Druckkopfes \((13)\) relativ zum Druckmedium \((S)\) in der Hauptabtastrichtung \((X)\) durchgeführt wird; und

   sekundäre Abtaststeuermittel zum Durchführen von sekundärem Abtasten des Druckmediums \((S)\) relativ zum Druckkopf \((13)\) in der sekundären Abtastrichtung \((Y)\) nach dem Hauptabtasten, und **dadurch gekennzeichnet**, dass:

   in Anbetracht der Tatsache, dass ein Abstand der Punktteillemente \((5_1 - 5_n)\) \(k\) Mal ein Punktabstand in der Druckauflösung ist und dass \(k\) eine Ganzzahl ist, die nicht größer als \(n\) ist und keine Primfaktoren größer als Eins mit \(n\) gemein hat, wobei \(n\) eine Ganzzahl ist, die nicht größer als \(N\) ist und die Anzahl der anzusteuernden Punktteillemente darstellt, das sekundäre Abtaststeuermittel das sekundäre Abtasten durchführt, durch kombinierte Verwendung einer ersten sekundären Abtaststrecke in der sekundären Abtastrichtung \((Y)\), welche \(m\) Mal der Punktabstand ist, mindestens einmal zu jeweils dem Beginn des Druckens und dem Ende des Druckens, und einer zweiten sekundären Abtaststrecke in der sekundären Abtastrichtung \((Y)\), welche \(n\) Mal der Punktabstand ist, für sekundäres Abtasten, welches nicht das mindestens einmalige sekundäre Abtasten ist, wobei \(m\) eine Ganzzahl ist, die kleiner als \(n\) ist und keine Primfaktoren größer als Eins mit \(k\) gemein hat.

2. Serieller Drucker gemäß Anspruch 1, wobei, in Anbetracht der Tatsache, dass \(j\) eine Ganzzahl ist, die nicht kleiner als Eins und kleiner als \(n\) ist, \(m\) keine Primfaktoren größer als Eins mit \(n\) gemein hat und als entweder \(k-j\) oder \(k+j\) gewählt wird.
3. Serieller Drucker gemäß Anspruch 2, wobei entweder \( k-j \) oder \( k+j \) gewählt wird, um Zeilen durch das sekundäre Abtasten unter Verwendung der ersten sekundären Abtaststrecke in einer Reihenfolge zu drucken, welche einer Druckreihenfolge von Zeilen entspricht, die durch das sekundäre Abtasten unter Verwendung der zweiten Abtaststrecke erzielt wird.

4. Serieller Drucker gemäß einem beliebigen der vorhergehenden Ansprüche, wobei das Hauptabtaststeuermittel während des Hauptabtastens vor oder nach dem sekundären Abtasten unter Verwendung der zweiten sekundären Abtaststrecke alle Punktformelemente \((5_1 - 5_n)\) ansteuert, während das Hauptabtaststeuermittel während des übrigen Hauptabtastens nur jene Punktformelemente \((5_1 - 5_n)\) ansteuert, die Zeilen entsprechen, welche nicht während des Hauptabtastens vor oder nach dem sekundären Abtasten unter Verwendung der zweiten sekundären Abtaststrecke gedruckt werden können.

5. Serieller Drucker gemäß einem beliebigen der Ansprüche 1 bis 3, wobei das Hauptabtaststeuermittel während des Hauptabtastens vor oder nach dem sekundären Abtasten unter Verwendung der zweiten sekundären Abtaststrecke alle Punktformelemente \((5_1 - 5_n)\) ansteuert, während das Hauptabtaststeuermittel nur jene Punktformelemente \((5_1 - 5_n)\) ansteuert, die Zeilen entsprechen, welche nicht während des Hauptabtastens vor oder nach dem sekundären Abtasten unter Verwendung der ersten sekundären Abtaststrecke gedruckt werden können.

6. Druckverfahren zum Drucken auf einem Druckmedium \((S)\), umfassend die folgenden Schritte:

   (A) Anordnen von \( N \) Punktformelementen \((5_1 - 5_n)\) in einer sekundären Abtastrichtung \((Y)\) entlang dem Druckmedium, wobei \( N \) eine Ganzzahl ist, wobei ein Abstand der Punktformelemente \( k \) Mal ein Punktabstand in der Druckauflösung ist;

   (B) Durchführen eines Hauptabtastens zum Bewegen der Punktformelemente \((5_1 - 5_n)\) in einer Hauptabtastrichtung \((X)\) über das Druckmedium;

   (C) Ansteuern der Punktformelemente \((5_1 - 5_n)\) zum Formen einer Anzahl von Punkten bei Schritt \((B)\); dadurch gekennzeichnet, dass es des Weiteren folgende Schritte umfasst:

   (D) kombiniertes Durchführen eines ersten sekundären Abtastens zum Bewegen der Punktformelemente in der sekundären Abtastrichtung mindestens einmal bei jeweils dem Beginn des Druckens und dem Ende des Druckens und unter Verwendung einer ersten sekundären Abtaststrecke in der sekundären Abtastrichtung \((Y)\), welche \( m \) Mal der Punktabstand ist, wobei \( m \) eine Ganzzahl ist, die kleiner als \( n \) ist und keine Primfaktoren größer als Eins mit \( k \) gemein hat, wobei \( n \) eine Ganzzahl nicht größer als \( n \) ist und die Anzahl der anzusteuern- den Punktformelemente \((5_1 - 5_n)\) darstellt, und \( k \) eine Ganzzahl ist, die nicht größer als \( n \) ist und keine Primfaktoren größer als Eins mit \( n \) gemein hat; und

   (E) Durchführen eines zweiten sekundären Abtastens zum Bewegen der Punktformelemente in die sekundäre Abtastrichtung \((Y)\) und unter Verwendung einer zweiten sekundären Abtaststrecke in der sekundären Abtastrichtung \((Y)\), welche \( n \) Mal der Punktabstand ist;

   (F) Wiederholen der Schritte \((B), (C)\) und \((E)\).
2. Imprimante sérielle selon la revendication 1, dans laquelle, étant donné que \( j \) est un entier qui n'est pas inférieur à un et inférieur à \( m \), \( n \) n'a pas de facteurs premiers supérieurs à \( n \) et \( k \) est un entier, un pas des éléments de formation de point étant \( k \) fois un pas de point de résolution d'impression; et

3. Imprimante sérielle selon la revendication 2, dans laquelle le pas du point étant \( k \) fois un pas de point de résolution d'impression; et

4. Imprimante sérielle selon l'une quelconque des revendications précédentes, dans laquelle lesdits moyens de commande de balayage principal entraînent tous les éléments de formation de point \((5_1 \text{ à } 5_n)\) pendant le balayage principal avant ou après le balayage secondaire en utilisant ladite deuxième distance de balayage secondaire, alors que lesdits moyens de commande de balayage secondaire en utilisant ladite deuxième distance de balayage secondaire, alors que lesdits moyens de commande de balayage principal commandent uniquement ceux des éléments de formation de point \((5_1 \text{ à } 5_n)\) qui correspondent à des lignes qui ne peuvent pas être imprimées pendant ledit balayage principal avant ou après le balayage secondaire en utilisant ladite deuxième distance de balayage secondaire, pendant l'autre balayage principal.

5. Imprimante sérielle selon l'une quelconque des revendications précédentes, dans laquelle lesdits moyens de commande de balayage secondaire en utilisant ladite deuxième distance de balayage secondaire, alors que lesdits moyens de commande de balayage principal commandent uniquement ceux des éléments de formation de point \((5_1 \text{ à } 5_n)\) qui correspondent à des lignes qui ne peuvent pas être imprimées ainsi pendant le balayage principal avant ou après le balayage secondaire en utilisant ladite première distance de balayage secondaire.

6. Procédé d'impression sur un support d'impression (S) comportant les étapes consistant à :

   (A) disposer \( N \) éléments de formation de point \((5_1 \text{ à } 5_n)\) dans une direction de balayage secondaire \((Y)\) le long du support d'impression, \( N \) étant un entier, un pas des éléments de formation de point étant \( k \) fois un pas de point de résolution d'impression; et
   (B) réaliser un balayage principal afin de déplacer les éléments de formation de point \((5_1 \text{ à } 5_n)\) dans une direction de balayage principal \((X)\) au-dessus du support d'impression; et
   (C) commander les éléments de formation de point \((5_1 \text{ à } 5_n)\) afin de former un nombre de points à l'étape B, caractérisé en ce qu'il comporte en outre les étapes consistant à :
   (D) réaliser, en combinaison, un premier balayage secondaire afin de déplacer les éléments de formation de point dans la direction de balayage secondaire au moins une fois au début de l'impression et à la fin de l'impression et en utilisant une première distance de balayage secondaire dans la direction de balayage secondaire \((Y)\) qui est \( m \) fois le pas de point, \( m \) étant un entier qui est inférieur à \( n \) et \( n \) pas de facteurs premiers supérieurs à \( n \) et
   (E) commander les éléments de formation de point \((5_1 \text{ à } 5_n)\) dans une direction de balayage secondaire en utilisant ladite deuxième distance de balayage.
être commandés, et k étant un entier qui n'est pas supérieur à n et n'a pas de facteurs premiers supérieurs à un en commun avec n; et (E) réaliser un deuxième balayage secondaire afin de déplacer les éléments de formation de point dans la direction de balayage secondaire (Y) et utiliser une deuxième distance de balayage secondaire dans la direction de balayage secondaire (Y) qui est n fois le pas de point; (F) répéter les étapes (B), (C) et (E).

7. Procédé d'impression selon la revendication 6, dans lequel, étant donné que j est un entier qui n'est pas inférieur à un et inférieur à n, m n'a pas de facteurs premiers supérieurs à un en commun avec n et est choisi pour être l'un de k - j et k + j.

8. Procédé d'impression selon la revendication 7, dans lequel l'un de k - j et k + j est choisi de façon à imprimer des lignes à l'étape (D) dans un ordre qui est en rapport avec un ordre d'impression de lignes obtenues dans les étapes (B), (C) et (E).

9. Procédé d'impression selon l'une quelconque des revendications 6 à 8, dans lequel tous les éléments de formation de point (5, à 5, n) sont entraînés pendant l'étape (B) avant ou après l'étape (E), alors que seuls les éléments de formation de point correspondant à des lignes qui ne peuvent pas être imprimées pendant l'étape (B), dans laquelle tous les éléments de formation de point (5, à 5, n) sont commandés, sont commandés pendant l'autre étape (B).

10. Procédé d'impression selon la revendication 9, dans lequel ladite autre étape (B) est l'étape (B) avant ou après l'étape (D).
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